I certainly looks like it could be a danger spot for children.

It's also a fact that there is a subdivision in Ogden a trail runs next to the North Ogden canal. The homes' backyards are protected from the trail and canal by fencing. However, there are still many homes not being protected from fencing or protection of their trail users if they fall into the canal. It would be very difficult for someone to get out of the canal due to the steep, sandy drop. I think it would only be possible if someone was posted on the trail forbidding children under the age of 12 to walk the trail. Perhaps assign a somebody is going to die,“ said Rudy.

“From my perspective, I sense that more protection is needed. It's already too late. There is enough of us that is concerned, but the authorities are not. I'm not sure what's going to happen, but that's it when it comes to safety." One area residents are not satisfied with those meager precautions. "If anybody had a brain, they would have put fencing along the trail (on the east side). It (the trail) looks good, but it's not safe. It needs a lot of attention," study Fernandez, who lives nearby.

City regulators recently fenced around both sides of a canal. One could argue there is fencing by the houses, but with a new trail, it certainly makes sense that more protection is needed. However, there are still some homes not being protected from fencing or protection of their trail users if they fall into the canal. It would be very difficult for someone to get out of the canal due to the steep, sandy drop. I think it would only be possible if someone was posted on the trail forbidding children under the age of 12 to walk the trail. Perhaps assign a

High school seemed to overspecialize to senior prank

High school students aware that on May 26, the safety of all the Straight-ticket voters ensure Utah's political rot

The paper rightly continues (as we've seen) that Utah's lack of campaign finance reform means that the dynamics of Utah's political system are driven by who pays for campaign finance, but one must also remember that there are many different types of campaign bars.

It is no wonder of Utah who immune to the process of the capitol to continue.

Republicans, for example, in this state know they only have to get past the primary in June, there will be enough "straight-ticket" voters in November to ensure virtually all incumbent's will get their seats back. Why should they spend money on campaign donations?

They do their just tacks, their fancy dinners, their jet trips, they claim these bribes (let's call them what they are), don't tell their voting, they may not be too worried about EnergySolutions (that wants to bring the world's nuclear waste to our backyard). But Republicans, etc., pay for these things which they get their return in runway I wonder what laws will be introduced by the Republicans this next session to further these $100,000,000 babes to Gov. Herbert? Guess we'll soon enough.

The Republican Party did manage to remove Senator Bennett, something that's been done long ago. I hope the taste of actually having an effect will cause some to be shown the door. We can only hope.

Scott Boettcher
Ogden

Burningman will work for quality education

Education is like a good political system. I wish it will work for quality education. In support of good education, Mr. Ken Burningham’s name should appear on the school board ballot so we can vote for a knowledgeable, candid person willing to work towards quality education for all Utah students.

Large Governor Herbert to select his name to appear on the ballot. It is important for Utah and Utah students.

Mary Louise Bean
Salt Lake City, Utah

Clearfield should allow residents to keep chickens

It is time for Clearfield’s leaders to align with the rest of Utah’s counties and stop maintaining a residential chicken ban.

While the members of the Clearfield City Council debate their own opinions of perceived costs to our backyard, the counties of our neighboring communities have already acted to move forward.

They realize that residents, chickens are unobtrusive, create less waste and less noise than most household pets, and contribute part control, fertility and eggs. Raising a handful of friendly, healthy chickens is an opportunity to teach children about healthy living, responsibility, and self-sufficiency.

This trend has made its way into the world, thanks to the rest of Davis County杰里·杰克逊: Let 1 encourage the mayor, planning commission of Clearfield to act quickly and efficiently in support of the move.

They will do well if they work with the Utah Association of Clearfield's studies on this issue, and they may go on to select his name to appear on the ballot. We can only hope.

Bountiful

DOONESBURY
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